GENERAL FLYING ORDERS

FORCED LANDING PROCEDURES

1. In the event of a forced landing away from Space Coast the pilot concerned will on landing, contact either the Chief Instructor or the Duty Instructor at Space Coast Aerodrome:

   - 321 385 9695
   - 321 385 2919
   - 800 686 4080

   Give the following information:

   - Position
   - Brief reason for landing
   - Any injury sustained to self or damage to aircraft
   - State contact number through which messages from base can be passed
   - State whether Police notified or not

2. Establish who the ground belongs to and contact the responsible person stating briefly why you have landed and establishing good relations with the persons concerned

3. DO NOT make any statements to the Press

4. DO NOT contact the police unless there is damage to property or people

5. DO NOT allow anyone to tamper with the aircraft

6. If there is any leakage of fuel and therefore, a fire hazard, contact the Local Fire Service and request fire cover

7. Wait until you receive further instructions or Helicopter Adventures, Inc. staff arrive